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Kinc?ergarten class
beneficial to students
lence in Childhood Educaby Tammy Mason
tion by the Commission of
Staff Writer
How many of you knew Higher Education.
Watson said this title
that Winthrop has a kinderenabled them to get grants to
garten class?
It is called MacFeat Early help have a balanced, diverse
Childhood Laboratory School group of children such as
and the director is Rosemary handicapped and high-risk
Althouse, a professor in the children.
She said this is called
school of Education.
MacFeat serves 65 chil- mainstreaming, or putting
handicapped and high risk
dren ages 3 to 5.
into "regular
Parents have three op- children
tions to choose from: a full day classes."
College students help
program from 7:30 to 5:30, a
half day program from 8:30 to teach and do observation at
MacFeat.
—
Photo by Joel Nichols
12:00, or a full day.
Not just education maStudents Lori Jones,
During hisvisit, Chancellor College President PrainyL. Chikula shakes hands with Winthrop
jors,
but psychology, health,
Mary Rix, and Mary Watson
President Anthony Digiorgio.
and other various majors.
teaches the classesAccording toWatson, Teachers from other schools
MacFeat is under the School even come to observe.
"We encourage college
of Education.
It serves as a laboratory, classes to use our facility so
that
Winthrop's students can
demostration, and research
have actual experiences workMedford Wilson, director facility
tutions
of
higher
learning
to
by Alvin McEwen
of the international Center
In 1985, MacFeat was ing with students," Watson
develop," said Chikhula.
NewsEditor
see MacFeat, pg. 5
and a professor of political named as a Center of ExcelMalawi
is
a
country
in
Winthrop may be soon
science, said the linkage is
southeast
Africa.
The
Uniable to offer students and facbeneficial to both faculty and
ulty a chance to travel to Af- versity of Malawi is one of 5 students.
constituent
colleges
in
the
rica in an exchange program.
He said it fits into
Prainy L. Chikhula, presi- Malawi system.
Winthrop's overall plans of
Chikula
said
it
is
not
dent of Chancellor College in
trying to establish opportunithe University of Malawi fin- uncommon for colleges in dif- ties for students to study
ferent
countries
to
establish
ished a four day visit of
abroad at the present price
linkages. He said Winthrop
Winthrop Tuesday.
they pay at Winthrop.
has
an>
excellent
administraChikhula said the reason
He also said it helps to
for his visit was so that a link- tion and high quality leader- internalize faculty through
age agreement could be estab- ship, especially the faculty.
"The caliber of the faculty teaching and research.
lished between Winthrop and
Chikula spent the four
at Winthrop gives me a clear
Malawi University.
days on campus meeting with
He said there are possib- idea of the quality of pro- students, faculty and adlities of student and faculty grams," he said.
ministration. He said he did
Photo by Matthew J. Rings
Chikula also said he was
exhange and research coopnot mind the hectic pace be- Student Tiffany Fetner plays game with the kindergarten
also impressed by talking with
erations.
See LINKAGE, pg. 5 class at Withers.
"There is a need for insti- students.

African college president visits
Winthrop to set up linkage

Degree offered through Communications class requests
school in France
information on death of Kennedy
by Alvin McKwen
News Editor
Winthrop College will
soon be offering a master's
degree in business administration through a private institution in France.
The degree program, for
20 students a year at the
French private institution
ESICAD in Montpelier, is to
be offered in cooperation with
the University of North Carolina in Charlotte
In the program, French
students will come to
Winthrop for at least a
semester, studying under
Winthrop and UNCC faculty.
The faculty from the two
schools will teach in France,
said Daniel Pantaleo, vice

president of academic affairs.
Pantaleo said Winthrop
has a cooperative agreement
with ESICAD in its undergraduate business program.
"We feel it's important for
our students to have exposure
to other international students and for our faculty to
have exposure," he said.
While UNCC faculty is
participating, officaials said
the program will offer a degree from Winthrop, the
school's first such degree to
be offered through a foreign
institution.
Officials said the program
won't cost Winthrop any more
than the existing degree program.
(some information in story
taken from The Herald.)

by Jessica Brown
Spotlight Editor
Journalism students in
Professor Stewart Haas' COM
341 class have requested information on the assasination of John F. Kennedy.
The release of Oliver
Stone's controversial film
"JFK" has given rise to many
questions about the circumstances surrounding the assassination of President Kennedy in Dallas in 1964.
Under the Freedom of Information Act, the students
have requested that the Justice Department and the
House Select Committee on
Assassinations provide them
with information about the assassination.
"There's such intense in-

terest today in knowing more
about the asssassination that
we thought it was a very topical subject for our class to investigate," Haas said.
An investigation by the
Warren Commission concluded that Lee Harvey
Oswald was the solitary gunman in the shooting.
However, there are other
theories other than that of
the Warren Commission.
Craig Sims, a class member, thinks that there is a lot
to learn from the files.
"We feel the release of
these files will aid in the public understanding of the
event," Sims said.
The students are asking
that thejustice department
tell them who Lee Harvey

Oswald spoke with in the
month before the assassination.
The students will also be
asking the Houst Select
Committee how many shots
were fired and if there was
another gunman involved.
Many theorist feel that
Oswald did not act alone in
this deed.
Was there more than one
gunman involved? Were there
more shots fired?
Is there a huge government cover-up of this event?
Perhaps these questions
will soon be answered.
"We may or may not be
able to shake loose this information, but just goingthrough
the process is a learning experience for us," Haas said.
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NeWs Briefs
§ The last day to drop classes with an automatic N will be
Friday, Feb. 14.

Course teaches about history of
African-Americans

is more to black history than
do better next time".
by Jackie Lowery
Dr. Jason Silverman, a Martin Luther Ki ng and black
Staff Writer
You are here at Winthrop history professor who teaches history month."
The class is taught very
College in 1992. But imagine the two courses, is well known
yourself going back in time to here among students for his non-traditional. Each class is
dramatic teaching styl«, his started with a "what's on your
§ The student chapter of the Society for Human Resourc e the year 1766.
A group of slaves in a passion for history, and his mind" grip session. Gripe sesManagement (SHRM) has announced the following activiBoston court suing for their sincere concern for his stu- sions topics have range from
ties for February:
....
the Home Shopping Network
dents.
Feb. 13, 4-6 p.m. -The Rock Hill SHRM chapter will hold freedom.
For students in his class, to the presidential candidates.
What is surprising is that
its monthly meeting at the Rock Hill Country Club. Cath"I have these ten minute
eryn Holmes, director of Career Services will be the guest the slaves win their freedom the dates, events and personsessions to help the class
speaker. Cocktails and dinner will be served. Admission is $5 and set a precedent for others alities of history come alive
and have relevance in stu- loosen up and to get the stuto follow.
dents to speak their mind"
for dinner^ ^ ^
^ student SHRM chapter will hold
Wnat is more surprising dents' lives today.
Solverman teaches Afri- said Silverman.
its monthy meeting in Thurmond 212. Guest speaker is is that you have never read
The class is offered every
Peggy Grobusky, Employee Relations consultant, Duke Power that in any history book, have can-American history with
Company. Ms. Grobusky will talk about career opportunities you? You can learn many more gusto and and the course it- third semester and has a long
in human resource management and their various responsi- facts like these, if you take His self holds many surprises for waiting list.
"The highest form of flatbilities Free pizza and drinks will be served.
50; African-American His- those uneducated in Afrotery for a professor is when
I
Feb 20 3-5 p.m. - ROPES activities course. Put on your tory.
American history.
sweats and come join the fun for an exciting afternoon of
For instance, did youknow there is a waiting list for your
The African-American
educationsl and team-building skills!
history is a course offered here that during the American class" said Silverman.
All college majors i nterested in learning about the human at Winthrop to help students Revolution, blacks were used
This semester there are
relations field are welcome to attend. For more information
to understand the Afro-Ameri- as uncover agents and spies two sections with about
about SHRM or to sign up for the month's activities, P^ase
for the American army. Or the thirty-five in each of them.
call Peggy Hager, MBA director and chapter advisor at 323- can experience in the United real reason slavery was abol- Even the grading system for
States from its African back2186.
ground to the civil rights ished in the north was because the class is unorthodox. "I
slavery was never financial place emphasis on improve§ On Fri., Feb. 13 at 7:30 p.m., The WinthropCollege Athletic movement to current issues
important like it was in the in ment, attendance and interDepartment will host "Spirit Night" when the Eagles host affecting African Americans
the south. Slavery could sim- est," said Silverman.
VMI. There will be contest such as: The group, organizaion, today.
"In my classes, an F, a B
The course is one semester ply be abolished without disor residence hall which brings out the most people will win
and an A equals a final grade
a Pizza Hut pizza party. The group, organization, or resi- with concentration being rupting the northern econof A, because whatever went
dence hall which comes out in the most original or unusua- placed upon trie Afro-Anieri- omy.
"Misconceptions and wrong on the first test was
dress, costumes, or outfits (your entire group needs to can community and its evolving social, political, and eco- myths have been proven un- corrected."
participate) will win $75.
Interested
students
true in this class. He makes
nomic conditions.
§ The S.C. State Employees Association is now accepting
During class, students are history come alive." said Lori should sign up for His 509,
applications for the 1992 Anne Agnew Scholarships. Stu- encouraged to participate, to Brownlee, a junior. "Dr. Silv- African-American history.
Two sections are availdents who have completed at least one year at a college, learn, and to do their best. erman is one of the best in the
university, or other institution of higher learning are eligib e Even if students fail their history department and I able. Classes meet at 11 a.m.
for the scholarships. Applications must be received by March test, they are advised to "pick think the class is neat. Fur- and 2 p.m. on Tuesdays and
1,1992, and are available by writing: SCSE A, P.O. Box 5206, up the pieces, keep going and thermore, he pro ves that there Thursdays.
Columbia, SC, 29250-5206.

§ How to Study workshops: Every other week, beginning
Feb 17, at the Counseling Center.Topics are Time Management, General Study Skills and Test Preparation. To sign up
call ext. 2233.

§ The American Red Cross and the National Weather Service will hold an open house at the Red Cross building, 2751
Bull St. in Columbia, S.C. on Tuesday, Feb. 25 from 12 p.m.
until 8p.m.
§ The Wesley Foundation will be holding Celebrate Liberation: Past, Present, Future. This is a program celebrating
the contributions of that many have made toward securing
i civil justice for all. It will be held today at 5:30 p.m

Over 100,000 Books In Stock
Organized by Author in 75 Categories
Book GMt C e r t i f i c a t e s
Book Finder Service For Special or Out-of-Print Editions
Special Orders Given Special A t t e n t i o n
Over 800 Different Magazines
Out of Town Newspapers

Organization starts spring semester
looking for new members
by Maryanne Genus
Special to The Johnsonian
The student chapter of
the Society for Human Resource Management(SHRM)
is gearing up for the spring
semester with new meetings
and activities and is actively
seeking new members.
SHRM is a national professional organization that
promotes excellence in the development and involvement of
human resources management.
Although the student
chapter is managed by the
School of Business, the organization is open to all college
majors who have a career interest in working in all as-

pects of human relations.
Students participate in
group activities in order to
qualify for a national merit
award. Winthrop was one of
20 national chapters last year
to win the prestigios award.
Members can also join the
national SHRM organization
and gain exposure to current
industry information, networking techniques, the latest
job opportunities, and qualify
for scholarship money.
Meetings are held once a
month and feature a guest
speaker from the human relations field.
The next SHRM meeting
will be held Wednesday, Feb.
19 at 5 p.m. in Thurmond 212.

Stationery and Sciinol Supplies

$ 1.00
COUPON

Come See Us First For The BEST Prices and
Selection of Textbooks

Bookworm
m

W

C)F
SOUTH CAROLINA,
CAROLINA, INC.
INC.
OF SOUTH
"A General Bookstore"

700 Charry Road • Rock Hill • South Carolina • 29732

I
I
"
|

l

Cherry Road across from Lee Wicker Hall
329-0073 I
Buy any sub or salad and two 22oz. drinks, and
receive any menu item of equal value or less for
JUST $1.00!
° P e n 7 daYs> , a t e |
offer good until 2/19/92

Guest speaker will be Peggy
Grobusky, and employee relations consultant with Duke
Power Company.
Grobusky, who has 10
years experience in human
resource management, will
talk about the varous career
opportunities in the profession
and their responsibilities.
Her experience includes
design of wage and salary
programs, employee staffing,
hiring and termination, discrimination and sexual harassment hearings, and employment law. Pizza and
drinks will be served.
SHRM welcomes students
from all college majors to join
this program. For more information, call Peggy Hager,
MBA director and student
chapter adviser at ext. 2186.
Have an interesting story?
Send it to:
The Johnsonian
WPO 6800
Rock Hill, SC
29731
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History professor returns from
self imposed sabbatical

Photo by Matthew J. Rings

Professor Jason Silverman lectures his class.
byToni Morgan
Staff Writer
When students heard that
Dr. Jason Silverman, a distinguished history professor at
Winthrop College would be
returning from sabbatical
some students were anxious.
"As soon as I heard that
Dr. Silverman would be returningfrom sabbatical I knew
I had to register for his class.
Dr. Silverman is a professor
that is excited about what he

teaches and that's an important quality that every professor should have" said Walter
Strawther, a senior.
Dr. Silverman was on sabbatical during the Fall of 1991.
While on sabbatical he
took some time away from the
administrative responsibilities thathe had, in addition to
teaching.
The sabbatical also gave
Dr. Silverman a chance to
finish writing his book, Be-

Students share opinions
History Month

01 B l a c k

Graduate assistant of Miby Stephanie Nicholson
yond The Melting Pot in Dixie:
Special to The Johnsonian nority Life JohnathanGayles
Immigration and Ethnicity in
Black History Month is said, "Blacks have come a long
Southern History.
"I wrote a book about the set aside in February to honor way, but things were worse
presence of immigrants in those famoue black heroes for blacks before the Civil
southern history and how they who have made their mark in Rights Movement."
Gayles said Africaninfluenced the course of events society.
The holiday was put into Americans will never be free
all the while being virtually
effect to honor black Ameri- or equal in this country until
invisible."
In addition to finishinghis cans who did not receive their they have a self-concept.
Junior PinaraBlack said,
book Dr. Silverman also had due in the history books or
an opportunity to write other any other part of American there should be Black History Month every month.
articles such as one on the society.
"With that goal in mind,"
It was originally called
immigrant as slave owner and
she said," we will progress."
one on Philip Mazzei and how Black History Week.
Terry Jones, a freshman
Even today, Winthrop
he influenced the founding
students and employees hold said, "It is meaningful to me,
fathers.
As the 1990 S.C. many opinions about Black but sickens me because people
don't care about or give
Governor's Professor of the History Month.
Andrew Collier, a senior, thought to Black History
Year recipient and the 1991
Winthrop College Distin- said, "It's something very Month until February."
Jones said more attention
guished Professor, he wrote a positive toward the Afrocouple of articles on his teach- American heritage and allows should be focused on the month
ing theory and why he thinks people of all races to realize rather than the Martin Luteaching should be entertain- that there's a black culture ther King holiday.
Black History Month holds
that is very complex • also.
ing.
He also had the pleasure Black History Month also al- a very special meaning to us
of speaking on several occa- lows people to find out about and will always be a part of
the black heroes who played a the American heritage as time
sions.
"While I was on my sabhis part in the black movement." goes on.
sabbatical he spent a lot of
time working |
WANTED:
as a Governor
Highly motivated s t u d e n t s to play an active role in
Appointee of
the S.C. Coun- m a i n t a i n i n g close ties with Winthrop College Alumni,
See RETURN, t h e community a n d the s t u d e n t body.
pg.5

Minutes from Senate meeting
submitted by Kristin Kenny, SGA secretary
The meeting began at 8:08 p.m. with SGA vice president Stefan
Brown presiding. There was no devotion. The roll was taken and the
following members were absent: Michelle Werner, Vicki Bates, Lisa
Winkleman, Kim Wheeler, and Pam Kinsey. The reading of the minutes
were waved.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
S.A.C.- They have two requisitions left this semester.
Rules and Regulations - They had a brief meeting and are working
on gettinginformation from Tom Webb on how our constitution needs to
be revised.
Campus Review - They are still diligently working on the organizations that have not turned in their constitutions and bylaws.
Student Life - They have a recommendation for the bike racks to be
read later in the meeting. They are also bringing together some ideas
on the intramural swim team. This Friday, as a part of "Love Carefully
Week", they will be surveying the student body about having condom
machines on campus in DInkins from ll-3p.m. Drop by and give your
opinion.
OLDBUINESS:
Bill 1-91-92 requesting that a student from the National Student
Exchange be represented in Senate was presented for its second
reading. The second reading passed with full support.
NEW BUSINESS:
Recommendation 2-91-92 passed its first reading to have more bike
racks on campus in front of educational buildings. This came as a
suggestion of the student body. Bill 2-91-92 was written in order to
change rule 4 on page 38 of our student handbook. They are trying to
make the guidelines for organizations more clear by stating more
directly what a religious and political organization is composed of as
opposed to an organization for the betterment of all students. The bill
passed its first reading.
The requisition for Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD) passed
its first reading.
ANNOUNCEMENTS: On Wednesday and Thursday, we need Senators to chech off names when people vote for Homecoming Queen. The
table will be set up in Dinkins form 10-3p.m.
This part of the school year is especially important for Student
Government as ther leadership is getting ready to change drastically.
We need to be prepared for changes and avilable to help when needed.
Also, encourage your friends to get involved and make a difference here
at Winthrop.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:37 p.m.

STUDENT
ALUMNI
COUNCIL
{fa Pa^}
Preftfif
• J o i n us for a n open h o u s e to l e a r n more a b o u t Student Alumni Council on Tues., Feb. 25 from 8-9:30 p.m. in
304 Tillman Hall.
• Applications m a y b e picked u p beginningWed., Feb.
12 in the Alumni Office, 304 Tillman, or from any S t u d e n t
Alumni Council m e m b e r .
Deadline for applications: Wed., Feb. 26
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VGreek Happenings
Alpha Delta Pi sorority would like to congratulate our
new Alphas for spring 1992. They are:
Sarah Beth Bailey Debbie Baxley
Michelle Brooks
JoEllen Chapi
Teresa Davis
Erin Coccia
Christy Grubbs
Kristen Gebhart
Shea Hardwick
Kim Hamner
Angie McDowell
Beth McDaniel
Tonya Parrott
Valerie Giannico
Bridgette Reeves
Beth Pollock
Cindy Tinnes
Paige Thompson
Pam Williamson
Crysty Vaughn
Again, congratulations to our new pledges:
Amy Hough
Lori Lancaster
Jennifer Holtsclaw
We welcome them to the Delta Alpha Omega family.
If anyone else is interested in being part of a co-ed
Christian fraternity that is interested in fellowship and
outreach, please contact Chris at 3038 or 3554.
On Feb. 18, Delta Alpha Omega is sponsoring Dr. Ken
Curtis of Rock Hill's Curtis Chiropractic Center for an
information session and demonstration on chiropractic
care. It will be held in room 220 Dinkins at 7:30 p.m.
Everyone is welcome. Chiropractors: They're Not J u s t
Back Doctors.
The Xi Beta Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta is searching for bright faces, energetic attitudes and hardworkers to participate in the 1992 Jabberwock Scholarship
Pageant. Interested females, please call Undrea Capers at 323-3030.
The Iota Phi Chapter of Alpha K a p p a Psi would like
to welcome and congratulate their spring 1992 pledge
Yutosha Ashmore
LeRon Ford
Dajuna Hanna
Christie Henneman
Peggy Lawson
Heather C. Presnal
Ashley Russell
Scott Andrew Sweet

Karen Ann Duddleston
Katrecia Gibson
Tiernee Genson
Susan Hodge
Angela Mills
Holly Hadloff
Janice Stevenson
Catherine Weaver

The Panhellenic Council would like to congratulate all
chapters on a successful Rush 92. Panhellenic would
also like to announce some activities that our chapters
are involved in:
Theta Sigma chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha helped with
the Special Olympics Bowling on Feb. 7 and chaperoned a junior high school danced on Feb. 8.
Alpha Delta Pi held its Alpha retreat in Springmaid,
N.C. and will be intiating their Alphas on Feb. 28.
Chi O m e g a would like to congratulate Sally Torgenson, Heather Holland, and Karen Duddleston for being
selected Homecoming representatives.

L e a r n m o r e a b o u t college d r i n k i n g
by calling:
Q °o
0
*
1-800-487-1447

vS*2o

°

&*Q

:

Rock Hill's Newest &
Most Unique Record
Shop
Buy, S e l l , T r a d e
n e w a n d u s e d CD's
and Records.
Used CD's
with this coupon

per customer. Expires 2/26/92

113-B O a k l a n d Ave.
Above College Cycles
327-1907

S i g m a Sigma Sigma had a car wash with Sigma N u
fraternity on Feb. 9 and are planning a pledge retreat
on Feb. 21-23.

Art contest
offered to
students
from press release

The Federal Office for Substance Abuse Prevention
'OSAP) announces a contest
for college students, including
graduate students or student
Panhellenic supports all Greek organizations and
organizations to create and
would like to congratulate all chapters on their consubmit alcohol prevention
tinuing strive for excellence.
materials for cash prizes.
The contest offers stuThe Xi Beta chapter of D e l t a Sigma Theta celebrates
dents the opportunity to have
Founder's Week:
their work published and disPreserving the Past, Challenging the Present,
tributed nationwide, to win
Securing the Future
Sim., F e b . 16- Church service, Boyd Hill Baptist
significant cash prizes and to
develop material to help othChurch, 10:45 a.m.
- Founder's Day Recital, 4p.m., Recital
ers.
Awards will be made
Hail.
given for: "special issue" newsMon., Feb. 17- Theme: Presenting the Past, Challengpaper of magazine on alcohol
ing the present, securing the future, 7p.m., Recital Hall
problems- $1500, $900, and
Tue., Feb. 18 - Delta Booth, 10a.m.-3p.m. Dinkins
- Fall Rush, 7p.m. McBryde 101.
$600.
Prizes for alcohol informaWed., Feb. 19 - African Day, Rafiki Ngoma, African
tion and prevention booklet or
Dance Troop 7p.m., Byrnes Aud.
handbook are: $1500, $900,
Thur., Feb. 20 - Jazz Night at Club Delta- "Rhapsody
and $600.
in Red", 8p.m. Withers Aud.
Prizes for alcohol prevenFri.,Feb. 21 - Panty Walk Competition and Delta
tion poster are: $500 and $300
Party, 10p.m. Peabody lower gym
Sat.,Feb. 22 - Alpha Kappa Alpha and Delta Sigma
each for nine runners-up.
Entries will be judged for
Theta Party, 9p.m. McBryde
their creativity, originality, acHelp Delta Sigma Theta "preserve the past" with
curacy of information, wit, imAfrican Day, Jazz Night at Club Delta, and Founder's
Day. "Challenge the present" with the Delta Booth,
pact, message retention, and
and "secure the future" with rush and proceeds geared
overall effectiveness.
Winning entries will be
toward community service from the socials.
published and distributed nationally by OSAP and the NaThe brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha wish to thank the
tioanl Clearinghouse for Alcosixty good men who came out to our rush events during
Rush Week. We would like to congratulate our fourhol and Drug Information
(NCADI).
teen "ew pledges:
Each entry must be acJim Barrett
Phil Murdock
companied with a cover sheet,
Joey Eskridge
Bobby Palmer
including the name and adKirk Harmon
Russ Ridings
dress of the college; name,
Chris Lienemann
Joe Sprouse
address, and telephone numJoel McClung
John Temple
ber of the student or student
Alan Moore
Robbie Tidwell
organization, and a signed
John Moore
Derek Wilson
We would also like to congratulate Kenny Koellner
statement permitting large
scale publication by OSAP.
and our dedicated Rush Committee for a very successEntries must be received by
ful and dry rush. Way to go, we did it again!
Also, congratulations to our chapter advisor, Bill Berry
June 1. They are to be sent to
for being named Regional Chapter Advisor of the Year
OSAP College Contest
11426 Rockville Pike,
The brothers of the Epsilon Eta chapter of Pi K a p p a
Suite 100
Phi would like to congratulate the Homecoming Queen
Rockville, MD 20852
nominees and wish them good luck on Saturday.
For further information,
We would also like to wish Delta Sigma Theta a happy
students should call 1-800and successful Founder's Day.
487-1447.

Congratulations to Kristy Whisonant and Julie
Campbell from Delta Zeta who announced their engagements.

Did You Know?
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, Inc.
Did You Know That In The Area Of Education:
Prince Hall (1787) petitioned the city of Boston to establish schools for
black children equal in quality to that of white children.
Richard Theodore Greener (1844-1923) was, at the age of 26, the first
black to graduate from Harvard University.
John Mercer Langston (1829-1897) was the first black elected to the
United States Congress.
Richard Robert Wright Sr. (1855-1945) founded Savannah State College and organized the Citizens and Southern Bank and Trust Company
in Philadelphia.
Fredrick Douglas (1901-1988) founded the United Negro College Fund
and was also the third president of Tuskegee Institute. He also founded
schools of medicine, veterinary, and engineering at Virginia State College.
Stay Tuned For Another Edition Of
Did You Know?
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Poster contest shows science's best
by Donna S. Archie
Special to The Johnsonian
Who says science isn't
any fun?
The Winthrop College
department of biology has
devised a method of making
science more enjoyable for
non-majors.
Each semester, non-science majors enrolled in Science 201A, Investigative Science, are required to prepare
a poster to outline their final
investigation.
"The goal is to familiarize
students majoring outside the

Poet, author
to speak at
McBryde
by Alvin McEwen
News Editor
Poet,
author
and
filmmaker Romando James
will appear at Winthrop tonightin McBryde Hall at 7p.m.
James will speake on the
topic, "A New World Order
will Require New World Leaders with New World
Thoughts''.
He will also introduce
members of the cast of his upcoming film "Truckstop
Shirley".
James is associate professor for 4-H and youth development at Clemson University.
He is the author of an
nmber of non-fiction books and
was the winner of the 1991
Golden Poet Award from the
World of Poetry.
He is also the founder of
Operation Common Sense, an
organization network designed to help people obtain
food, clothing and shelter as
well as achieve career and
personal goals.
James's appearance is
sponsored by the Association
of Ebonites (AOE).
AOE is a student organization that allows students to
participate in campus activities and "become more well
rounded as a student".
In the past, they have
brought motivational speakers to campus.
Last semester, they
brought Shelia JohnsonChaney, the creator, producer,
and host of "CrossTalk", a live
South Carolina based audience participation show.

"When you give
blood you give
another birthday
another anniversary
another day
at the beach,
another laugh,
another hug,
another chance.

+

$5.00

toppings $ 1.00 each

For pick-up or delivery

Free delivery

Police Beat
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through
the collaboration of the Winthrop College Police
Department and The Johnsonian. The purpose of
POLICE BEAT is to provide Winthrop students,
faculty, and staff with an awareness of crime and
criminal offenses which could occur on campus or the
surrounding community.
2-6-92 L a r c e n y f r o m Auto
Complainant stated that while she was in a math
class, person(s) unknown broken into her car and
stole money. There were no visible signs of forced
entry.
2-7-92 Too f a s t f o r c o n d i t i o n s
Reporting officer observed subject accelerating car
above posted spee limit. Subject was stopped and
issued a citation
2-7-92 DUI
Reporting officer observed a car run the top sign at
Ebeneezer Ave. When he approached the vehicle, he
noticed a stong odor of alcohol. The reporting officer
gave subject two sobriety tests, which he failed.
Subject was placed under arrest for DUI.
2-9-92 L a r c e n y f r o m A u t o
Complainant parked her care in front Roddey.
Someone cut the top in her car to gain entry. A vcobra
radar detector was stolen.
' T o p r e v e n t c r i m e , p e o p l e h a v e t o k n o w t h e possibility of c r i m e exists"

Public Safety Forum

Springtime is coming and with it usually comes an
increase in larcenies from autos, particularly at night. Here
are some steps you can take to avoid becoming a victim of thi
crime:
1. Always lock your car- even if you're only away from it
for "just a few minutes".
2. Best advice is never to leave anything of value in you
car to tempt a thief. But if you do, don't leave valuables in
plain view. Lock them in th etrunk, out of sight.
3. Thieves know all the hiding places for spare keys
whether your room or you car. Carry your keys with you
4. Report suspicious persons and/or activities, when you
see them, to Public Safety at ext.3333. Don't take action
yourself, but let us check it out. If everything checks out, nc
harm is done. However, your prompt reporting may prevet
a crime from occurring. One less crime means one less
victim.
Lee Couick, assistant director of Public Safety

American Red Cross Return
Please give blood. gj
MacFeat

.

Continued from pg.1
said.
She said students can volunteer, and are able to do their
bridge experiences at
MacFeat.
She said, "there are a lot
of interested parents because
of the number of college students who work in the classes
allows us to have a smaller

College Special
Medium Cheese Pizza

Second Place: Pam More,
"The Significance in the
Growth of Mold on Fuel
Sources;" and
Third Place: Dee Landara,
"The Effects of Different
Wavelengths of Light Energy
on Red, Blue, Dark and White
Light on the Growth of Navy
Beans."
The best 10 entries were
selected" by a committee of
five graduate students from
the biology department.
The winning entries are
on display in the lobby of
Sims Science Building.

eld of science with good scintific and investigative techiques," said Dr. Jim
Dhnston, associate professor
f biology.
At the end of the semester,
poster contest is held to regard the students with the
est investigative methods
nd presentation. Last
smester's winners, and their
rize-winning entries were:
First place: Nicole
ohnson, "The Effects of
latching Live Prey on the

pupil/teacher ratio which
gives each student the individual attention he needs."
The fees are comparible to
other schools, and full day
students are provided familystyle meals from ARA food
services. MacFeat accepts applications from Sept. luntil
the end of Jan.

Tony's Pizza

Two locations near you! We deliver more than
Cherry Road
just great pizzas:
366-6777
• Spaghetti
across from K-Mart

1355 Herlong Ave.
328-2727
across from Hardee's

• Lasagna
• Calzones
• Manicotti

and more!!

— —

Continued from pg.1
cil on Educational Cotaboration. This gave him the opportunity to talk with public
school teachers about their
educational experiences.
"Although I had many
things to do while on sabbatical it rejuvenated me."
This semester Dr. Silverman is teaching African
American history. Although
he did not plan to redo the
entire course, the sabbatical
gave him a chance to gather

new material that would be
even more exciting and interesting for students.
Dr. Silverman is well
known among students for his
dramatic teaching style, his
passion for history, and his
sincere concern for his students.
For students in his classes,
the dates, events and personalities of history come alive
and have relevance in students' lives today.

Linkage ——

Continued from pg.1
cause a person in his position
should be used to such pressure and he found the visit
very rewarding and useful.
At Chancellor College,
Chikula is the chief executive.
He is responsible for all academic matters and anything
else that deals with the school.
He is also responsible for the

welfare of both students and
staff.Chikula said he achieved
much during the visit.
He said by talking with
deans, heads of departments,
and faculty, the groundwork
for the linkage is complete.
He said, however, it may take
12 months to complete the
agreement.
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Housing fees due too Professor clarifies items in story
transferred credit for those entering Winthrop freshmen
To the Editor:
early in semester
ConcerningThe Johnso- courses to Winthrop from were substantially lower
by Jessica Brown
Spotlight Editor
I had quite a shocking experience yesterday when a
little green piece of paper came
sliding under my door. This
little green paper was a notice
from residence life listing the
dates for resident hall signup. What shocked me was the
part that read something to
the effect of "$100 housing deposit due upon registration."
The dates listed on the
notice are only three weeks
away. Three weeks is not an
exceptionally long period of
time to come up with $100.
For any college student who
has given up work to concentrate on their studies, $100 is
an extremely large amount of
money.
The question in my mind
is, "Why is it due so early?" I
realize that this money is a
deposit and it reserves your
room, but why the big rush? Is
it really necessary to pay

money for fall at the midterm
of the spring semester?
If deposits could be put off
at least until students have
an opportunity to receive any
income tax refunds, it would
greatly benefit the students
who are footing the bill for
their own educations.
Students who will be
graduatingin the fall are even
more inconvenienced than others. Even though they will not
be here in the spring semester,
they still must pay the full
amount and apply for a refund before they graduate.
It seems that students are
expected to pull money out of
thin air, and that just can't be
done. Setting such early deadlines is unfair to students and
parents who could use a few
extra weeks to get the money
together. Why not let the
parents and/or students earn
interest on their money instead of Winthrop"s bank account?

nian's interview with me on
the "course repeat" policy
which is under discussion by
Academic Council, I wish to
correct one minor error, clarify one other point, and correct an error I made during
the interview.
As the interviewer
(Jackie Lowery) correctly
reported, the proposed policy would end the current
practice of only counting a
student's highest grade in a
class s/he had taken more
than once, when calculating
the cumulative Grade point
ratio.
It also would end the
practice of allowing D's and
F s earned at Winthrop to be
"wiped out" when a student

another college. Clarifications than the average for all high
from the interview are:
Today,
1) If the proposed policy is
that has been completely
reversed;
I told the interviewer
Letter to the Editor that3)only
entering freshmen
would be affected by the poladopted, it almost certainly icy. I have since learned
will nflt begin next Fall, be- that we cannot limit the
cause adoption would occur policy to new students, for
too late to be incorporated in practical reasons of record
keeping.
next year's Bulletin;
Therefore, with the pro2) My statement that
Winthrop student quality has posed policy in effect nQ stuimproved substantially (as dent would be allowed to remore course
measured by SAT scores) is place any
correct, but as presented in grades. Students could conthe article it is a little mis- tinue to replace grades until
leading. What I intended to the policy went into effect.
Sincerely,
say was that in the early 80s,
Douglas Eckberg
the average SAT scores of

Students need to enjoy the present

by Mary Frances Monckton time next year, but that's not bowl of cherries. But that's
OK I think it will all balance
my point.)
Editor
Some students work so out in the end.
Well, it's happened... even
One other thing. Before
to me. I've caught the disease- hard. While some are simply
Last week, 1 was leaving enjoying friends and going to you all go out in the "real
my Geology class and I saw a classes, others are not only world" and get jobs or get
bulletin board with pictures attending classes but also married or whatever it is
and a sign, "Minor in Geol- working full time jobs. It's too people do, travel - during your
ogy." And I thought, "I'd like bad this is necessary for some summer, if you are able to.
students to be able to get a Don't stay home and work,
to."
unless you absolutely have to.
That did it. I went back to college education.
I started thinking about Try to get Out and see part of
my room and started looking
through my catalog. When you how so many of us are missing the world around you. Because
find yourself flipping through out on some of the extracur- think about it. Once you get
the catalog you know you're in ricular activities around us. I that job, you probably won't
just started playing in Intra- be getting any vacation any
trouble.
You see, I decided I was mural spoits this semester time soon. And if you do get a
going to be a writer in the and I love it. More students vacation it's not a week at the
time. It's a day here, a weekeighth grade. That was what I should be involved.
THE JOHNSONIAN
I hadn't played basketball end there. That's not enough
did best at the time. As I went
Editor
Mary Frances Monckton
through high school, writing in almost five years. But it time to take advantage of a
Managing Editor
Scott McLellan
and the prospect of journal- really doesn't matter how long Eurail pass. You need at least
Business Manager
Anne Bonett
ism was at the top of my list. I it's been because it's just fun two weeks if not more for
Circulation Manager
Susan Powers
was one ofthefewwho come to playing. I've had a great time that.
I guess to sum this up
college knowing what to ma- going out on the court with my
Chief Photographer
Matthew J. Rings
friends. Otherwise I may not easily I could say, "You're only
jor in. I was sure about it.
News Editor
Alvin McEwen
I'm a junior now. I have be able to spend as much time young once." But that's such a
Entertainment Editor
Melanie Gustin
cliche. How about, "Take
one
year to go after this with some of them.
Spotlight Editor
Jessica Brown
Another thing some stu- advantage of all the opportusemester. And last week someCulture Editor
H. Gary Wade
thing clicked in my brain. dents miss out on is taking nities around you." (That's a
Health/Opportunity Ed'tor...Christy Jackson
Those three harmless words. classes for fun. I hear some little better.) But the best way
Sports Editor
Kip Carpenter
laughter. Yes, some people to put it is probably — Don't
"Minor in Geology."
Then Tuesday I went to take an extra hour or two just miss out because you're workThe Johnsonian is published weekly by Winthrop College one of my Spanish classes and to learn. I have been wanting ing too hard now. You are going
students for Winthrop College students, faculty, staff and
starting thinking, "What to get into a piano class for the to have so much to do soon
alumni.
would it take to double-major past three years. I'm never enough thatyoumaynotknow
Editorials reflect the opinions of the editorial staff. The
able to fit it into my schedule. when to take a break. Enjoy
in Spanish?"
opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect those of the
I'm sure there is someone It took me two trys to get into your break now while you
administration, faculty, staff or students.
tennis class this semester. I'm decide where, when, how and
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to the editor concerning out there who has experienced
why. Then you can truely claim
glad I kept after it too.
this
at
one
time
or
another.
any topic, Winthrop-related or not. The editorial staff reserves
I feel I should encourage "Carpe Diem."
the right to edit letters for space, although not for content. All The question now is what to
I don't think I'm going to
everyone to get involved with
letters must be typed for clarity, and include the author's name, do.
I can either work to gradu- the extra-curricular activities worry about what to minor in
signature and phone number. The Johnsonian has the right to
withold names if there is a chance of undue hostility to the
ate in May '93 by taking about on campus. Try to get your or double-major in. I think I'm
author. Letters to the editor are not necessarily the opinion of three communication courses nose into a little bit of every- just going to experience eveThe Johnsonian.
each semester next year, or I thing. Don't just stay in one rything I can while I am here,
Advertising rates are available upon request.
can spread it out over three area the whole time you're knowing that whatever I
Our address is:
more semesters and pay an- here. I wouldn't mind being choose to study will help me
The Johnsonian
involved with Dinkins Student in the future. I'll be gone soon
other pretty penny.
Winthrop P.O. Box 6800
Union
or the Winthrop Am- enough and then I'll want
All
of
this
deep
thinking
Rock Hill, S.C. 29733
brought something else to my bassadors. They both seem like these years back. So what are
(803)323-3419
Our office is located in Bancroft Basement and our phone mind. I'm not ready to leave fun jobs. Of course, like any you going to do tomorrow?
college. (I probably will be this job, it will not always be a The same old thing?
number is 323-3419.

Happy
Valentine's
Day!

from the staff of
The Johnsonian!
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WINTHROP
ROM6COM! NG 1992

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH
9PM BYRNES AUDITORIUM
*HEADLINER*
KIM COLES - Kim is best
one of the original cast Qtfjp%,hit
series "IN LIVING C O L g ^ S h e has a l ^
appeared on T
h
e
^
Comic Strip
/has
been a warm up
co m ed i e n
in characters aft®
gar. S-:-s
$&.•
•-S-

Tim's talent has
his
been called
An entertainer,
artist wftcfj
stretch froi

mime, from
takes his
audiences on a ride filled with
laughter and joy.

DON REED - Don's
impressions, sound
dancing, and improvisationsJM^kept
him busy on shows such as&irhe Cosby
/MS?Show",| Different World", and "Comic
00^
Strip Lit according to the
Don is" One of the
mSBMkb.
Tribune'
and hippest'
i|M#gf|„fu n n ie s t !
on the scene".

TICKETS ON SALE AT DINKINS INFORMATION
$5.00 WITH WINTHROP I.D.
$7.00 GENERAL PUBLIC
*For more information call 323-2247
Sponsored by Dinkins Student Union
Division of Student Life

DESK

•;

CULTURE
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European Chamber Orchestra
Student preview of
to perform at Winthrop
'Mother Courage'
set for Monday

•i..nk:in
inintlv^nnnsoredbv
nreviev lecture at 7 p.m. on
jointly
sponsored by Winthrop preview
R«
by Jennifer
Phillips
College and the Rock Hill Fine Mon., Feb. 17 in Byrnes
Staff Writer
Auditorium.
The European Chamber Arts Association.
The lecture will be given
The chamber orchestra
Orchestra will be visiting
by Dr. Eugene Barban,
Winthrop College next week will be offering a master class
alternating
between
a
traffic
by Otis Titus
professor of music.
cop and acting coach and on their first tour of the U nited
The cost of tickets for the
Staff Writer
'Mother Courage," a play trying to create something," Stdt6s.
orchestra is free to Winthrop
OnMon.,Feb.
17at8p.m.
students and is an approved
written by Bertolt Brecht Powers said.
"Most students don't musicians from all over
based on the Thirty Years
cultural event.
Europe will gather in Byrnes
have
a
concept
of
war.
The
Tickets will be available
War of the 1600s, is
Auditorium to demonstrate
Persian
Gulf
War
was
like
a
at Brynes Auditorium box
scheduled to run in Tillman
their musical talents.
Nintendo
war.
All
we
saw
office on Sun., Feb. 16, from 1Auditorium from Feb. 19-22.
The chamber orchestra at noon on the day of their
5 p.m. and on Mon., Feb. 17,
In addition, there will be a was smart bombs and Patriot
will be joined by the world- performance.
student preview Feb. 17 at 8 missiles. We really didn't see
Participants have been from 10 a.m. until the show
famous
Delphin
and
Romain,
people die and we (the U.S.)
p.m.
chosen from Winthrop's piano starts.
For more information, call
Marc Powers, the did not lose a lot of people. A duo pianists. The orchestra majors.
has been together since 1981.
friend
of
mine
was
sitting
at
Winthrop theatre director,
There will also be a 328-2787.
Their visit to Winthrop is
an
airport
beside
a
woman
who will direct and produce
the play, said the play looks from El Salvador and
at war through the eyes of everyone was watching the
victims and survivors of Persian Gulf War on
World War II who have no television and cheering. The
woman from El Salvador told
control over the war.
students. In addition, many 7 p.m.
"The play reflects on her that if people had
by H. Gary Wade Jr.
of the speakers stay after the Kinard Auditorium
what is going on today," chance to get close to war
Culture Editor
Powers said, "the economic and smell the burning dead
Now in its third year, forum to field additional
•Feb. 19
problems and the revolution bodies, they would not like Winthrop's International student questions.
The speakers also do a "Cultural Implications of
in Europe. The victims and war. It's hard for the cast to Forum series will tackle a
Unity
in the European
survivors have to decide come to grips with war range of issues this semester good job of answering very
Common Market"
whether to profit, fight, or because they don'thave that
rangingfrom the ramifications tough questions, Wilson said. Conducted by Dr. Annmarie
Last semester, for example, a
resist. Any audience who sense of war," Powers said.
After extensive research of European unification to the Chinese speakerfieldedtough Wiseman of Wofford College
enjoys theatre will enjoy the
concerns of United Nations
had
been
dore
by
Powers,
questions from students about 6 p.m.
play."
diplomats.
Kinard Auditorium
Stages are set up in the they began casting the play
The international forums, Tiannamen Square.
"I think the forums have
middle of the audience which last semester. "Mother
sponsored by the International
Courage"
will
also
feature
a
been
very •April 2
makes them feel that they
performance from seven Center, serve to make
successful," "Roundtable with U.N.
are a part of the play.
students more aware of what's
music
majors
under
the
Representatives"
Wilson
"We don't want the
going on in the world and
Conducted
by
audience to get emotionally direction of Dr. Bennett uncover
the
•
Egyptian
involved with the characters Lentczner, dean of the School implications these
WM
1
H
EH
" diplomat
but evaluate what they are of Visual and Performing things have f o r ^
M oh a m ed
—
Arts.
saying," Powers said.
their lives, Dr.
The
performances
are
"
Noman
Galal and
Seventeen actors had to
"™
free and open to the public on Melford Wilson,
Russian diplomat Sergori B.
deal with over 40 roles.
director
of
the
International
s a i d , Shestakov.
"It
was
difficult a first-come first serve basis. Center, said.
adding that 6:30 p.m.
In addition, the forums
Kinard Auditorium
provide a place for debate the forums have been well
where worldwide issues can received by Winthrop
•April 3
be discussed on campus. The students.
The following forums are "Roundtable with U.N.
forums also serve to acquaint
Representative"
with
the scheduled for this semester:
Columbus' voyage, but have students
Conducted by Galal and
by Karl Lyles
not been credited in most international expertise we •Feb. 17
Shestakov.
Staff Writer
have on campus, Wilson said.
Who are we? Where did textbooks.
"Prospects for Political 4:15 p.m.
Theseforums,however,
do
"Elementary school kids
Tillman Auditorium
we comefiom? The answers
not limit themselves to the Unification in Europevary greatly dependingon who should not be deceived," Chalk use of Winthrop faculty. Implications for the U.S."
said.
"Black
men
were
on
the
•April 16
you talk to and what point of
Professors from other Conducted by Dr. Bruce "Zimbabwe: An example tor
view you take. These were the voyage."
institutions often conduct Marshall of the University ot South Africa1
"People
see
things
in
their
questions raised in a seriesthese forums, and this April a South Carolina
Conducted by Stewart Haas,
opening panel discussion, own image," said Chalk. Russian diplomat and an 6 p.m.
Winthrop faculty member
Convergence of Cultures: "White heroes are white and Egyptian diplomat will Kinard Auditorium
7 p.m.
1492-1992, held in Kinard black heroes are black."
Like blacks, Indians were conduct two forums while •Feb. 18
Kinard Auditorium
Auditorium Monday night.
visiting Winthrop.
forced
"to
adopt
the
majoritist
The
discussion,
Wilson said the forums "Europe Unites"
These are approved
method,"
said
Fred
Sanders,
Conducted by Dr. Lori
moderatedby Dr. Daniel
usually last about an hour.
Panteleo, was geared to show Deputy Chief of the Catawba Speakers generally speak Leachman and Dr. Andrew cultural events. For more
the ethical and ethnic tribe. Sanders said a move by about 45 minutes and reserve Koch, Winthrop faculty information, contact the
International Center at 2133
misconceptions that are local schools, including 15
members
Lb Tminutes
n i n U L t l b IUI
forLquestions
j U C O U U U Ofrom
i'v...
arisingfrom the observence of Winthrop, to offer courses in
the Columbus quincentenary. Catawba Indian history would
Many of the things help. He would like the courses
. - , .
Mora* MnnHv teaching and creating this
students take as fact to focus on positive aspects of
(From release) Student Venezzia, and Marge Moody exhibition by all six
concerning the discovery of Indian history.
artists at Winthrop College will be represented with both participating instructors has
"My ancestors were here
America by Columbus in 1492
will display their works Feb. still life and human figure helped bring about a show
are being challenged. A four prior to his (Columbus) coming 4-20 in an undergraduate drawings.
member panel was assembled and I am most proud that the
"Drawing is a very that provides at least a small
drawing exhibition in
to look at some of the views Catawbas are still here," said
important medium and it can sampling of exciting
McLaurin
Student
Gallery.
possibilities for the students
blacks, whites and Indians Sanders.
Approximately 50 works be a creative end in itself within the discipline of
Dr. Grant Jones, an
have of the world as we know
rather than a simply a vehicle
from
six
Winthrop
art
classes
anthropologistfrom
Davidson
it today and the effects
drawing."
College, has seen Columbus will be on display. Students for other works," said Moody,
McLaurin
Student
Columbus had on each.
of David Freeman, Jean the exhibition coordinator. Gallery is open Mon.-Fri.,
Ocania Chalk, a free-lance colonialism art exhibits
culmination
of
McFarland, Paul Martyka, "The
writer, told of the strong recently and is troubled with
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m
evidence that blacks, "as many the galleries' failure to include Dean Butchkovitz, Gioia coordinating efforts of
see Convergence, pg.
p 1 0 or more", were part of

International Forum series brings the
world to Winthrop

Columbus' discovery
examined in discussion

Student art works featured in McLaurin
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Laster receives RA
of the month award
by Lori A. Mazell
Staff Writer
Wendy Laster, from
Phelps, was recently named
the Resident Assistant of the
month for February.
Nominated by her resident director and voted for
by secret ballot at a meeting
consisting of all RD's, AD's,
and Dean Cassens, Wendy,
as well as previous recepiants, was selected on the
basis of her "support of the
(residence life) program as a
whole" and " going the extra
mile", according to Lisa
Spangler, assistant director
of Residence Life.
Wendy is a sophomore
biology major who works as
a member of the Phelps hall
council and with freshman
orientation. This is her first
year as an RA and is a

SPOTLIGHT
Castillo reaps benefits of
cultural experiences

member of the Delta Zeta
Sorority. She enjoys the
beach, animals and photography.
Some of her favorite aspects about being and RA
include: Getting to know
the students a Winthrop, the
teamwork demonstrated by
the members of the staff on
and off the job, and the many
valuable skills that she has
learned. However there are
draw backs.
"You"re always an RA,"
says Wendy because it's a
twenty-four hour job that can
be stressful at times. But
her hard work has been commended not only by the receiving ot this award byt also
by simply being an RA because in her own words, "I
can handle anythingbecause
of this job."

By Walter E. Mondo
Special to The Johnsonian
Dr. Guillermo I. Castillo
has been teaching at Winthrop
since 1969. Originally from
Chile, he came to America
when he was 12. Castillo enjoys the South because it's
casual. His main hobby is
traveling.
Castillo has had the rare
privilege of having visited
every Spanish country in
South America. He went back
to Chile last summer but his
traveling plans are to go back
to places he already knows
and enjoys. He particularly
would like to return to Europe
and see Paris and Madrid.
Cultural exchange is always fun and sometimes unexpected. For example, visiting Greece, Castillo asked a
Greek directions in three
languages (Italian, French
and Spanish) but they were
only able to communicate in
Russian. There is no doubt
that Castillo has seen goldious landscapes such as the
southern part of Brazil where
the movie "The Mission" with
Robert De Niro was filmed.
Photo by Matthew J. Rings
Castillo enjoys reading,
by Annette Lanier
playing tennis and riding Dr. Castillo relaxes in his ottice.
Staff Writer
Can you picture yourself at the age of 35 and living your bikes. But his great pleasure
even more now than when he
ultimate goal? The goal of obtaining speed and feeling the fast is to translate books of litera- studies and eventually refirst started 23 years ago. In
grippingtrack, fans in the stands and seeingthe checkered flag ture from Spanish to English. ceived his doctorate.
His first teaching expe- the mid-70's college requireHe translated
Clemence
signifying the thrill of victory for your first time.
ments were too easy and stuStep into the world of pit crews, financiers with attitudes, Palma's book "Malignant rience took place in Ohio where
dents were not as motivated.
cars that go beyond 200 miles per hour, and a chance to be rec- Tales." He also translates for he was an instructor. Castillo
Now, students are better in
ognized throughout the world as the first black to win the In- businesses from English to came to Winthrop because of
ajob opening. After the initial entry-level classes. Castillo
Spanish.
dianapolis 500.
Castillo first stayed in interview, he took some time has good relationships with
For now, youfall short ofyour goal. Butyou can t slow down.
his students, and he emphaIf you can imagine this world, then meet the dreamer, philoso- New York for six years where to think the position over.
he attended grammar school Finally, after finding the sizes the challenge and enjoypher, and race car driver Willie T. Ribbs.
ment of learning Spanish
Ribbs always had the ambition of becoming a race car and high school. From New position attractive, he decided
versus just taking the class as
driver but there was one barrier he had to face. Even at a York, he went to Michigan to be a professor at Winthrop.
Castillo enjoys teaching a requirement.
young age, he never thought his color would prevent him from State to begin his college
obtaining his dream.
The first time Ribbs went to the Indianapolis 500, a desk
clerk said he would never make it, because he was looking for Continued from pg. 8
one thing, a big reputation for him and his people. From that
Native American art.
moment on, Ribbs wanted to disprove this way of thinking.
"Native
Americans
Unfortunately, something happened every time Ribbs tried thrived then and continue to
to compete. The first time at the Indianapolis 500, Ribbs pulled thrive now in spite of their
out of the competition because of an inadequate pit crew, and pain of conquest," said Jones.
his car was still not assembled before the race. The second
Dr. Peter Woods, a histotime, Ribbs could not get the proper funding and sponsorship rian from Duke University,
needed to qualify.
noted in S.C. history books,
Ribbs doesn't take these setbacks as bad omens. Instead, he blacks, although they made
Super Selection Of
thrives on them. For example, Ribbs has now acquired the up fifty percent of the populaCandy, Cards, Stuffed
reputation of being an aggressive driver on the track and is con- tion, were hardly mentioned
stantly bombarded by reporters and admirers both black and in the texts.
Animals And Gifts
white. These major components of success for Ribbs have led
Also, textbooks about the
From
Under $1 to $50!
to now being financed by Raynor-Cosby, which is backed in Pilgrims say they were surpart by Bill Cosby.
prised to find very few IndiAmong several achievements, Ribbs has won the Rookie ot ans at Plymouth Rock. The
the Year award, 17 Trans-Am competitions in four years, and texts do not say nearly half
the Elite Star of Tomorrow trophy. Ribbs also won the Norelco their population died due to
Driver's Cup championship for two straight years.
diseases brought by earlier
His philosophy on car racing is attributed to a quote from explorers. People are doing
Malcolm X. "You know what I like about Malcolm X? He once research on others' research
said that, 'Black people are always begging, but look at the and aren't getting anywhere,
American white man—he doesn't beg. If he wants something, Sanders said. "If you are going
he takes it.' I like that. That's what racingis about," Ribbs said. to write about something get
Although Ribbs' grandfather had a small fortune in plumb- all the information."
ing and real estate, he decided to work hard to obtrain his goal
Woods added, "Research
of becoming the first black to win the Indianapolis 500.
over the past 30 years has
For his determination, Willie T. Ribbs still can't slow down. given us a very different view
The discussion series will
Information compiled from "Emerge" magazine-July/ of who we are and where we the winds. Discussions like
this are good for testing it."
continue through the year.
August 1990.
came from. We are all testing

Ribbs overcomes racial
barriers, lives dream as
race car driver

Convergence -

Tug At Their
Heart Strings
With Balloons

Order Early 328-3141

mss
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An 'Unattached's' tribute to Valentine's Day
by Lenore Scott
Special to the Johnsonian
THE GREAT SET UP...
these words send panic into
my SINGLE soul. Not only
is the whole idea of being set
up indicative of an inability
to get one's own dates, it also
nearly always equals a night
full of akward diappointment
at Applebee's. Not that blind
dates and set ups can't be
successful. . . I've heard stories of people actually enjoying themselves, afterfriendly
interferances in their lives,
slams them together in a fate-

ful collision. It just seams to
me that if dates with someone you've chased all over
creation can feel uncomfortable, how great can a date be
if someone else has decided to
chase you both into a corral.
Take for instance my
dear friend, Julie. She's a
dear child; willful, outgoing,
and definitely interested in
corralling her single friends.
As one of these friends, I would
know. She tends to play the
mediator. If she happens to
run into an available male, an
unidentified chemical is re-

leased into her brain. It
seems to trigger an immediate response. "Man plus
friend who hasn't been out on
a date in three years equals
LOVE." Julie scrutinizes the
man and quickly runs over a
list of criterea for possible
dates: 1. Is he a jerk?
2. Is he a dog?
3. Can he dress himself
and not look like an out-ofwork Sears model?
4. Can I see them sitting
at a table in Applebee's chatting and sipping cocktails?
(Sorry. That came out of

Elle's "Can You Make a
Match?" questionaire.)
5. Would I, Julie, go out
with them if I did not already
have a perfectly agreeable
man?
If three out of five criteria
are passed, including number
one (All possible men must
come with personalities.) she
can move on to the next step:
"Bipartian confrontaion" or
rather "getting one of the two
to call the other."
In other cases, if one hasn't
been out of one's house in
three years, one won't be call-

ing strangers. But sometimes,
somehow, the two prospects
collide and end up in an Applebee's somewhere sipping
Pepsi and not chatting. (Be
sure to read "Applebee's: The
Perfect Place to Take a Blind
Date" in next months GQ.)
Does it work? Do they fall
in love? Next Valentine's Day
willl be writing of happy endings and successful set-ups?
Who knows? I'll have to wait
until after this date. Julie
assures me we're perfect for
each other. At any rate, a free
meal sounds good right now.

World Championship Wrestling
coming to the Winthrop Coliseum
by Alvin McEwen
News Editor
The continuing saga of the
Sting and "Ravishing" Rick
Rude war will take place
Monday Feb. 17 when professional wrestling comes to
Winthrop Coliseum.
Professional wrestling is
a form of entertainment that
combines the drama of soap
operas with the tension and
excitement of a sporting event.
"Good guy" wrestlers are often pitted against villanous
wrestlers in a showcase of
staged moves and theatrical
violence. Oflen times, these
"matches" take as a part of
ongoing feuds between wrestlers.

World Championship
Wrestling, a national professional wrestling promotion,
will present 30 of its top superstars in 15 matches.
One of the feature matches
involves the team of Dustin
Rhodes, Ricky Steamboat, and
Barry Windham going up
against the dastardly trio of
Arn Anderson, Bobby Eaton,
and Steve Austin. Anderson,
Eaton, and Austin will be led
to the ring by their managers,
the "psycho yuppie" Paul E.
Dangerously and Madusa
Miceli.
The main event match
will pit the ever popular and
ever suffering wrestler Sting
against "Ravishing" Rick

Rude. Rude will also be led
to the ring by Dangerously
and Miceli.
Tickets are $10.50 for
ringside and $5 for adult general admission. The general
admission for children are
$3.50.
Also, Winthrop students
can get advance general admission tickets for $3.50. This
offer will run through SunJ - , .
VAC*,/'

Tickets are avaliable at
the Winthrop Coliseum,
Black's Drugstore, Chester
and Rock Hill National Banks
at Lake Wiley Fort Mill
Square, and ShilandHills. For
more information, call ext.
2129.

HOMECOMING 92
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
THURS., FEB. 13
7:30 p.m.- MEN'S HOME BASKETBALL GAME vs. VMI
SPIRIT NIGHT
(WEAR GARNET AND GOLD)

FRI., FEB. 14

4:30 p.m. -PIG ROAST ON KINARD LAWN-SPONSORED BY SGA
OPEN TO ALL WITH MEAL PLAN
MUSIC PROVIDED BY BRIAN KING
PEP RALLY
7:30 p.m.-WOMEN'S BASKETBALL GAME VS. U.N.C. ASHVILLE
9 p.m. -LAFF TIME LIVE
featuring:
KIM COLES -from "In Living Color"
DON REED - from "A Different World''
TIM SETTIMI - Comedian/Mime
. BYRNES AUDITORIUM
$5.00 WCID $7.00 General Public
sponsored by Dinkins Student Union
11 p.m.- HOMECOMING PARTY-DINKINS
DATING GAME-DINKINS
MUSIC PROVIDED BY BRIAN KING
sponsored by the Association of Ebonites and NAACP
SAT., FEB. 15
12 p.m . -Finish float building
lp.m -PARADE-front campus to Coliseum
BANNER JUDGING
7:30 p.m .-HOMECOMING GAME-MEN'S VARSITY
GAMEVS U.N.C.ASHVILLE
HALFTI ME-ANNOUNCEMENT OF HOMECOMING QUEEN

Copyright 1992, The Walt Disney Co.
"Spetromagic," an electrifying experience, on the streets
of the Magic Kingdom.

Disney to offer big
savings for students
(from release) This spring
break means big savings for
those college students who
might want to venture down
to Orlando, Florida. The Walt
Disney World Resort is offering special student prices Feb.
22 through Apr. 10.
With a valid student identification card, college students can take a break from
the beach and try on a day's
worth of thrills at DisneyMGM Studios Theme Park,
the Magic Kingdom or Epcot
Center for $22 plus tax. That's
$11 less than regular admission.
An even bigger savings
can be grabbed with a two-day
ticket for $40 plus tax. The
ticket provides admission to
two parks of the student's
choice on each of the two days
and represents a $26 savings
compared to the price of two

one-day, one-park admissions.
Special added attractions
to surprise this years vistors
are:
Magic Kingdom- "Surprise Celebration Parade," a
daily street party of gigantic
proportions.
"SpectroMagic," a stunning nightime show combining the energy of seven lighting bolts and the electrical
power of 2,000 highway
trucks.
Disney-MGM
Studios
Theme Park- "Catastrophe
Canyon," where guests are
threatened by fire, flood and
earthquake.
"Indiana Jones Epic Stunt
Spectacular" featuring deathdefying heroics
Epcot Center-"Surprise in
the Skies" a rip-roaring boatparaplane-hang glider extravaganza.
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The Scream in' bagle BBS
803-323-2479

300/1200/2400/4800/9600
To log on use these simple steps:
• Call the number using your computer's
• After the computer connects, just
enter your name
• Fill out the new user questionaire...It's that
simple!
FEATURES:
• File Areas for Uploads and Downloads
• Message Areas and Bulletin Boards
• Special Support Sections for Winthrop Students:
• Cultural Events
• Athletics Schedules
• Johnsonian Submissions
• Academic Computing Info

Attention Modem Users:
The Johnsonian, in conjunction with the Academic Computing
Center, now accepts articles and other submissions through the
Screamin'Eagle BBS.
Follow these simple instuctions to uploadtext files to the paper:
1. Log into the Screamin' Eagle as:
Username: Johnsonian
Password: News
2. Go to the <F>iles menu.
3. <U>pload the text file that you wish
to submit. Be sure to include your
name and phone number, even for
anonymous articles.
4. <G>oodbye.
You will only be able to upload files to this account. The mail system and ail of the other features of the board cannot be accessed
through this account. Please use your own account for these great
features. Thanks for your submissions!

Now On-Line 24 H o u r s a Day!
1

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

Now you can have two of the most recognized and :
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa« and MasterCard®
credit cards..."in your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN I
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE! •
VISA® and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM E N T EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS-MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!
6

G0tf>
o*

No turn downs!
credit checks!
No security

No

Approval absolutely guaranteed so

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022
Y

E

S

!

I w a n t V1SA®/MASTERCARD® Credit

Cards. Enclosed find $15 which Is 100% refundable If not
approved Immediately.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE
SIGNATURE

ZIP

STATE
. S.S * -

NOTE. .'AatisCarl 12 c rcguteied treiiemsu* of M*s!erCanl inierrsaUonal Inc.
Visa Is • registered trademark of VISA USA- Inc. and VISA International
Servlcca Association.
100% GUARANTEED!

MAIL THIS NO BISK COUPON TODAY

ne
What Price Great Skin?
Total price for Clinique's 3-step, 3
product skin care system - exactly
as the dermatologists developed it
- only $2950
Let the Clinique experts show you
more about the 3-step skin care
system, February 12 - 15. Call
today for an appointment.
Belk Galleria 366-9471, ext. 311.

^Re[H
Belk Galleria
Mon-Sat 10-9
Sun 1:30-6

JOSTENS

Feb. 17,18 & 19

Winthrop Bookstore

n™ 10:0'

^

Dinkins Student Center

^
•

$30.00

323-2J61

Winthrop College
B o o k s t o r e

SPORTS
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Baseball preview looks promising
by Karl Lyles
Staff Writer
The Winthrop baseball
team will open the 1992
season Thurs. in Aiken.
First-year Eagle head
coach Joe Hudak said the
team is ready for the
competition after playing
intra-squad games since
spring.
The Eagles will play
U.S.C. Aiken at 2 p.m. in the
first round of a round-robin
tournament hosted by the
division two school.
Hudak,who was the
former pitching coach at
Mississippi State before
coming to Winthrop,said, "

This will be a good barometer
for us. Aiken has one of the
best division two programs in
the nation."
Winthrop will take Fri.
off before taking on Big South
foeU.N.C. Asheville at 11 a.m.
Sat. and finishing against
the Citadel Sun. afternoon at
2 p.m. Hudak saw the Citadel
in the 1990 College World
Series with MSU.
Hudak says Winthrop is
good defensively especially in
the infield, with Jr. Brian
Jones at first, Sr. Jay Nelson
and Jr. Jay Ostermeyer
sharing time at second, Sr.
Tim Sherriff at shortstop and
Sr. Brian Adams at third.

The outfield consists ofJr.
HeywardBraceyin right field,
Sr. Scott Saunders will start
in leftfieldand the remaining
spot to befilledby Soph. Mark
Sexton or Jr. Dwight Hottle.
Jr. Chris Bevil will be the
starting catcher.
Hudak will employ a fourman rotation of Robbie
Hammond, Carl Dale, Chad
MacDonald and Marc
Adkisson.
All except three members
of this season's pitching staff
are new to Winthrop, said
Hudak.
The Eagles will play their
home opener on Sat., Feb. 22,
against St. Andrews College.

Winthrop Baseball
HK Schedule / f " | \

6
Date

Opponent

Site

Time

Feb. 13

u s e Aiken

Aiken

2p.m.

Feb. 15

UNC Asheville

Aiken

11 p.m.

Feb. 16

The Citadel

Aiken

2p.m.

Feb. 18

Furman

Greenville

3 p.m.

Feb. 19

South Carolina

Columbia

5 p.m..

Feb. 22

South Carolina

Columbia

5 p.m..

A look at upcoming Winthrop
Eagie men's basketball
By Walter E. Mondo
Special to The Johnsonian
Assistant Caoch Stevens
is glad, everybody is healthy
and now a substitution
pattern exists. At the
beginning of the season, a lot
of players were missing
important games, but today,
everything is fine!
Each game is prepared
with attention. Opponents are
videotaped and their game is
analyzed: what side of the
floor they prefer to play, the
outside threat, the type of
offense
and
defense...Preparing
a
> basketball game involves a
lot of research.
On Feb. 13, Winthrop will

play Virginia Military
Institute and its strong offense
working on the inside.
Winthrop will have to watch
for VMIs point guard Percy
Covington who is very
offensive and usually comes
back strong in critical
situations.
Winthrop can always
count on the experience of
Eddie Gay, Mark Hailey and
JeffPicard to penetrate VMIs
defense.
But the big homecoming
game against UNC Asheville
on Feb. 15 at 7:30 pm is
certainly the game to see. UNC
Asheville has an excellent
parameter game, a good inside
attack and atleastfour.players

capable of scoring big.
Willy Black will be a threat
together with J. Jacoby.
Another player seems to enjoy
meeting Winthrop, his name
Jeff Lipperd.
Now the big question is
will Winthop be tough enough
mentally until the very end of
the game? They have big
trouble during the last 3
minutes of the game. Most
players are young and need to
mature to be able to focus until
the end. According to Stevens
"it's getting better, they are
progressing." Everybody is
confident and puts a lot of
effort in the preparation; and
it will pay back, maybe very

Women's basketball
team is confident
outcome of the game. But, the
By Walter E. Hlondo

Special to The Johnsonian.

During the practice, Coach
Germaine
Mc
Auley
emphasized the consistency in
rebounding anu shooting.
"Being consistent starts with
each player" she said. As a
matter of fact, there is no
predetermined
team,
everybody is eligible to play.
Winthrop College women's
basketball team is ready and
confident for the game vs
Asheville scheduled on
Feb. 14 at 7:30 pm.
Winthrop can always
count on Shelia Bailey to lead
the team and to consistently
scorefromthe outside. Tammy
Jones is able to provide
Winthrop with inside scoring.
Revonda Whitley who plays
either guard or inside post
position can also score from
the outside. These 3 girls will
play a major role in the final

team as a whole is aware of
the strength of its coming
oponentAsheville.
The Asheville team has
two great strengths: a strong
3-point shooting average per
game, a decent inside game
and also players to watch very
closely. Among them is Mc
Mann who was on the
conference last year.
Winthrop team has two
games before Asheville to be
ready. Statistics and recent
results are in favor of
Winthrop which outscored
Coastal at home Jan. 13 and
also won the second game.
Recently Coastal did beat
Asheville in Asheville 90-83
The Asheville team is 2-5
and every thing indicates that
Winthrop can do it. Winthrop
is on an upward curve and the
home factor in conference
games is highly significant.

Winthrop recreational
sports update
The Office ofRecreational
Sports is sponsoring aerobics
and aqua aerobics each
Tuesday and Thursday duri ng
the Spring semester. Aerobics
isorfferedat5p.m.in Peabody
106 and aqua aerobics is held
in the peabody pool at 7 p.m.
Please call the Recreational
Sports office at 323-2140 for
more information.
The deadline for 5 on 5
indoor soccer rosters is Fri.
14, by 5 p.m. in Peabody 205.
Blank roster forms may be
picked up in the Recreational
Sports office and at the
Dinkins Information desk.
TournamentdatesareFeb. 1720. Match times will be after 8
p.m. each evening.
Intramural Tennis
Doubles entry forms are due
by 5 p.m. on Fri., Feb. 21 in
Peabody 205. Interested
participants must please
specify on their entry form if
they want to be in the Mon.-

Wed. or Tues. - Thurs. night
league. Blank entryformsmay
also be picked up at Dinkins
or the Recreational Sports
office.
Make plans to attend the
Slam -Dunk contest to be held
at halftime of the Winthrop
men's basketball game with
V.M.I, on Thurs., Feb.13.
The contest is being
cosponsored
by
the
Recreational Sports office and
the Athletic Department.
Cash prizes are being provided
by the Athletic Department of
the college for first and second
places.
For more information on
these and other activities
offered by the Office of
Recreational Sports please call
323-2140 or come by and see
us in Peabody 205.
submitted by
Grant Scurry, Directorof
Recreational Services,
Division of Student life

Recreational Sports Schedule
Sign-up beeins
Activity
•Indoor soccer
•Tennis Doubies- —Feb. 10
•5 K Road Race— —Feb. 10
•Outdoor Soccer- - F e b . 17
—Feb. 24
• Softball
•Certs/Trident 4 on
4 Coed Volleyball —March 2
•2 on 2
—March 2
Volleyball
—March 23
•Big Splash
•Innertube
—March 23
Waterpolo
•Frisbee Golf
—March 30
Tournament

Sign-up ends
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
Feb. 21
Feb. 28
March 6
March 20
March 20
April 3
April 3
April 10

•Aerobics
Tues. & Thurs. /5 p.m. / 1 0 6 Peabody
•Aqua Aerobics- —Tues. & Thurs./ 7 p.m./ Peabody
Pool
Office of Recreational Sports - Division of Student Life
205 Peabody Gym
323-2140
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Lady
Eagles in
spotlight
by Kip Carpenter
Sports Editor
All too often many of the
players of sports not associated
with bringing in big crowds
and money to a college or
university
are
often
overlooked
for
their
contribution into the sporting
arena.
Many of us probably have
classes with or see someone
on campus that we haven't
any idea* as to their
contribution to Winthrop's
sports teams. In following
editions of the Johnsonian, we
are going to try to introduce
some of these unknown
participants who play their
best for Winthrop.
If you see some of these
people around campus, now
you can congratulate them on
their contributions and
victories.
This week's spotlight will
start with the Lady Eagles
and two of their players.

Winthrop
foundation
sponsors
toss
by Walter E. Mondo
Special to The Johnsonian
On Sat., Feb. 1, a great
paper airplane toss sponsored
by Clinton-Tindol Ford and
Rock Hill National Bank was
held. At half-time of the men's
basketball game, the shiny red
1992 Festiva was waiting for
a winner. Each person was
allowed to throw one airplane
within a five -second
countdown. All planes were
thrown from the stands and
the first plane to enter the car
was deemed the winner. And
it came quickly as instant
winner Wayne Patrick, the
well-known
Herald's
publisher from Rock Hill, was
called by the speaker. Dan
Murray, director of coliseum
operations handed the keys to
Patrick. After a few words,
Patrick surprised everybody
with his generosity and
declared, "Let's give the car to
the Winthrop College
foundation."
In the after-toss interview,
Patrick said, " Winthop
College is a great institution,
it's also a great night because
of all these people enjoying
the game."
No doubt that his decision
came from the heart. One more
proof, if needed, that the Rock
Hill community and its
members are supportive of
Winthrop College.

Deshonia Williams

Recreational Facilities

So., Forward, 5 - 1 1
Great Falls, SC

All students are required to show their student IDs and
sign in at the door in order to enter the gym. This is to
improve security and maintain proper use of the facilities.
For any information regarding use of the following
facilities, contact Ray Alexander at 323-2123 or 323-2125.

Basketball Court

Revonda Whitley
So., Forward, 5-10
Las Vegas, Nev.

Mon.-Thurs. 5-9 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. 2-6 p.m.
To schedule use of the
basketball court, contact
Ray Alexander at 2123.

Peabodv Pool
Mon. 12:05-1:05 p.m. Laps
4-5:30 p.m. Free
8-9 p.m. Free
Tues. 12-1 p.m. Laps
8-9 p.m. Free

So., Guard, 5 - 9
Solon, Ohio

Wed. 12:05-1:05 p.m.Laps
4-5:30 p.m. Free
8-9 p.m. Free
Thurs. 12-1 p.m. Laps
8-9 p.m. Free

Peabodv
Weiffhtroom
i\Ton.-Thurs. 6:30-8:30 a.m.
12-2 p.m. Faculty/Staff
only
3-8 p.m.
8-9 p.m. Females only
(Beginning instruction offered)
Fri. 8-12 a.m.
12-2 p.m. Faculty/
Staff only
3-6 p.m.
•Weekend hours open to
Fitness Club members
only.
(Beginning
instruction offered)
•Women may use the
weight room during any
scheduled student hours.
Women's only hours are
strictly for women.)

Fri.

Carmen Thomas
Fr., Forward, 5 - 1 0
Norfolk, Va.

Shelia Bailey
Sr., Guard, 5 - 7
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Deshonia Williams
So., Forward, 5 - 1 1
Great Falls, SC

Julie Dowling
So., Center, 6-4
Altf»*nonte Springs, Fla.

12:05-1:05 p.m. Laps
For more information,
3-5 p.m. Free
please call Ray Alexander
at 2123 or 2125.
Sat.-Sun. 3-5 p.m.

Golf Course/ Driving Range

Racquetball
Courts 9a.m.-9p.m.,

Mon.-Thurs.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Fridays
Play time available on a
first come, first serve basis.
Racquetball courts may
not be used during men's
basketball games or during
another Coliseum event.
For info, contact Dan
Murray at 2129.
•Peabody facilities are beginning to strengthen security
in order to provide a safer environment for student
participants. IDs are required and all students must
enter at the frort entrance across from Crawford Health
Center. One guest per student is allowed and students
must accompany their guests.

8:30-5 p.m. open to faculty, staff, students with
ID. For more info, contact
Dan Murray at 323-2129.

•If you have any questions regarding the use of Peabody
Facilities contact Ray Alexander at 323-2123.

MONEY
FOR COLLEGE
Every student is eligible for some
type of financial aid regardless
of grades or parental income.

Kathi Weaver
Fr., Guard, 5-8
Rock Hill, S.C.

Jill Hiles
So., Guard, 5 - 7
Lancaster, Ohio

Financial Aid

Available Immediately!
Special grants program
Every student eligible
No one turned down
Simple application
Send naafe address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to:
Student Services
P.O. Box 22-4026
Hollywood, FL 33Q22

1

HEALTH

Crawford offers blood pressure AIDS continues to be an
screening free of charge
important health issue
Christy Jackson
worry about.
regular blood pressure

Health Editor
You may know your name,
address and social security
number, but do you know
yourblood pressure? Have you
had your blood pressure
checked lately?
VickiBaroody, health and
wellness coordinator at
Crawford Health Center, says
that Winthrop students can
come in during office hours to
get their blood pressure
checked for FREE!
So are students rushing
in? Do they see the importance
ofgettingtheir blood pressure
checked? Here's a thought for
a thought:
High blood
pressure is often called "The
Silent Killer" because it can
cause heart attack, heart
failure, stroke, kidney failure,
and blindness.
Blood pressure is the force
that blood exerts against the
walls of your blood vessels
during each heartbeat. The
narrower your blood vessels,
the harder your heart has to
work to move the same amount
of blood to all parts of your
body. This means higher blood
pressure, causing much
concern. The wide arteries
mean lower blood pressure,
leaving you with nothing to

Many people, including
Winthrop students, may have
high blood pressure, but don't
know it.
High blood pressure is
most likely to occur in these
people:
•men get it more often
than women, and in a more
severe form
• women may develop high
blood pressure while taking
birth control pills or during
pregnancy
•blacks are more prone to
high blood pressure than
whites
•certain body types-short,
heavy people or those who are
overweight are prone to high
blood pressure
•people whose blood
pressure varies from normal
to high
•heredity factors-iffamily
history indicates high blood
pressure cases
Only a health care
professional can tell you
whether your blood pressure
is too high.
Symptoms, such as
breathlessness, nosebleeds,
headaches and dizziness,
usually don't occur until-years
of high blood pressure have
damaged an organ. That's why

Weather not a barrier to
healthy
exercise
(From release) February areas, and keeps them warm

is a month of variable
temperatures; one week, it's
like spring and the next week,
it's snowing. When the
cooloer weather hits, we all
have a tendency to snuggle
under the cover or settle in
front of a warm fire with our
feet up, but that activity can't
keep our heart ticking to a
healthy beat. Even in cold
weather, it feels good to get
outside, enjoy the crispness
in the air, and burn some
fat!
But there are some
guidelines for exercising in
cold weather.
•Cold weather reduces
an effective bloodflowto the
heart, so dress appropriately
and adjust your pace to allow
the body to adapt safely.
•Since
the
body
generates its own heat with
exercise, it is easy to
overdress and become
overheated. Two or three
light layers are better, so that
you can remove a layer as
you heat up. Overheating
stimulates heavy sweating,
which will cool your body too
rapidly in the cold.
•The major danger in the
cold environment is to
exposed skin, specifically the
extremeties (hands, ears,
head, fingers, toes). Proper
clothing that covers these

and dry will prevent any
problems.
•Some
necessary
clothing includes a knit cap
that will cover the ears, loose
fitting gloves (mittens are
better) and socks. The layer
next to the skin needs to
absorb sweat and move it
away from the skin. The next
layer needs to absorb water
and still retain its insulating
properties. Wool is still the
best material for this. When
there is high wind or moisture
in the air, Goretex and other
ma:i-made materials help to
block air movement and keep
the body dry. Water is the
main concern because it
drains heat from the body.
•Consult a windchill
chart to determine the
relative effect of the
environment before you go
out. Star your exercise
headinginto the wind, so that
on your way back (when you
are more tired) you will have
the wind in your favor
(pushing you home to that
warm fire).
So don't let a little chill
keep you from your exercise
routine. Observe these
precautions and enjoy the
time outside.
Reproduced
Winthrop Wellness
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checkups are vital for
EVERYONE!
When a student goes to
Crawford Health Center to get
their blood pressure checked,
he or she presents their college
i.d. and signs in. A nurse will
call them back and will use a
sphygmomanometer (a cuff
attached to measuring device)
to measure their blood
pressure.
The cuff is wrapped
around the upper arm and
inflated to stop blood flow in
the main artery. Air is then
let out of the cuff and blood
begins to flow again.
The pressure when the
heart beats is called the
systolic pressure, the high
number. The low number
called diastolic, is the pressure
when the heart rests between
beats. These numbers are
written as 120/80-"120 over
80."
If you do have high blood
pressure, most physicians
recommend weight reduction,
special diet, relaxation,
exercise and medicines.
It's up to you to keep your
blood pressure normal by
having regular blood pressure
checkups; following your
physicians advice; and balance
your living with exercise, rest
and the right food.
You can control your blood
pressure and live to enjoy the
good life.
(Information was taken
from You and Your Blood
Pressure)

(fromrelease)AIDS(Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome)no longer is the
concern of any one segment
of society; it is the concern of
us all. No American's life is
in danger if he/she or their
sexual partners do not
engage in high risk sexual
behavior or use shared
needles or syringes to inject
illicit drugs into the body.
People who engage in
high risk sexual behavior or
who shoot drugs are risking
infection with the AIDS virus
and are risking their lives
and the lives of others,
including their unborn
children.
We cannot yet know the
full impact of AIDS on our
society. From a clinical point
of view, there may be new
namifestations of AIDS-for
example,
mental
disturbances due to the
infection of the brain by the
AIDS virus in carriers of the
virus.
From a social point of
view, it may bring to an end
the fr^e-wheeling sexual
lifestyle which has been
called the sexual revolution.
Economically, the care of
AIDS patients will put a
tremendous strain on our
already overburdened and
costly health care delivery
system.
The most certain way to
avoid getting the AIDS virus
and to control the AIDS
epidemic in the United States
is for individuals to avoid
promiscuous
sexual
practices, to maintain

mutually
faithful
monogamous
sexual
relationships and to avoid
injecting illicit drugs.
An enormous challenge
to public health lies aneead
of us and we would do well to
take a look at the future. We
must be prepared to manage
those things we can predict,
as well as those we cannot.
At the present time there
is no vaccine to prevent
AIDS. There is no cure.
AIDS, which can be
transmitted sexually and by
sharing needles and syringes
among illicit intravenous
drug users, is bound to
produce profound changes in
our society; changes that will
affect us all.
The changes in our
society will be economic and
poliTical and will affect our
social instiTutions, our
educational practices, and
our health care.
Although AIDS may
never touch you personally,
the societal impact certainly
will.
Be prepared. Learn as
much about AIDS as you can.
Learn to separate scientific
information from rumor and
myth. The Public Heaith
Service, your local public
health officials and your
family physician will be able
to help you.
HIV
testing
for
Winthrop students at
Crawford Health Center are
handled confidentially and
cost $6. Students will be
billed at the Cashier's office
under medical expenses.

Exercise leads to a healthy heart

(From release) One month
out of the year is dedicated to
healthier hearts. What a great
time to be kind to your heart
by making a commitment to
exercise regularly!
We are very much aware
that aerobic activity provides
cardiovascular benefits and we
may want to start a regular
exercise program, but how do
we make that commitment
with such a busy schedule? We
look at our course load, our
blugingappointmentbook, and
family responsibilities and
realize that it will take time
and effort to commit to a
regular exercise program. Is it
worth it? YOU BET IT IS!!!
The irony is that at the busiest
times of our lives, when our
stress level is high, we need to
take care of our physical wellbeing even more.
A recent study has linked
emotions to the prevalence of
first and second heart attacks,
with depression and low selfesteen playing a role in
predicting who will develop
coronary artery disease.
Through exercise, we not only
improve our fitness level, but

the physical activity triggers
physiological
and
psychological effects that
improve our emotional state.
Thefollowingfour points show
the physiological mechanisms
that initiate a psychological
response:
•Exercise
increases
serotonin and norepinephrine.
Low levels of these
neurotransmitters are found
in depressed people, but
through exercise these levels
increase and may improve
mood. The presence of higher
levels also increases brain
activity, which facilitates
cognitive performance.
•Exercise
decreases
muscle electromyography,
which creates a relaxed state.
•Endorphines, the body's
natural pain-killers and moodaltering substances, are
incrased due to exercise.
•Catecholamines, such as
adrenaline, are released
during excercise, and are
related to a person's tolerance
for stressful situations.
Exercise also provides
psychological benefits that
improve our emotional well-

being.
•Through
regular
exercise, we have a sense of
accomplishment, because we
are doing something positive
to counteract stress and to
enhance our physical health.
•When we take control of
our health, we develop
confidence in our ability to
succeed in other areas of our
lives.
•Exercise can serve as a
release from the worries of the
day. We can get away from it
all, just by taking a short walk.
Jack
Rejeski,
health
psychologist at Wake Forest
did a study, where individuals
who ran on a treadmill for 20
minutes experience a decrease
in worry and anxiety.
So, the verdict's in. Taking
time out of a busy schedule
will help us think more clearly,
feel more energetic, have an
improved mood, and develop a
greater self-esteem. So make
your way to Cherry Park, hop
on your bike, or take a plunge
in the pool.
Reproduced
Winthrop Wellness
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COLLEGE CLASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT
BE
A
CAMP
COUNSELOR THIS
SUMMER! Needed:
Life Guards, Sailing
Staff, Canoe Instructors, Counselors, &
Craft Directors.
A
representative from
North Carolina United
Methodist Camps will
be in Dinkins Student
Center, Monday, February 17, from 10 a.m.
until 1 p.m., to talk with
students con-cerning
these oppor-tunities.
This visit is sponsored
by Career Services,
Division of StudentLife.

PERSONALS
Ann,
You are #1 in this list
and #1 in my heart. Be
Mine!!
Scott
Kevin K.,
Please be my
Valentine.
Karen T.

Kathy, Paddy, and Erica
Luv y'all!!
Happy
Valentines!
Anne
Albert,
Tu me fais craquer
moncheri. I love you so
much!! Thank you for
SERVICES
making every day
Word Processing w/ Valentine's Day!!
Valerie
laser printer. Resume
(B.B.)
$10; Reports $2/typed
page. 24 hour service in Terek,
M
most cases. lOmin.from
Je t'aime. \ s
Winthrop.
Anne
Accutype 327-9898
Lookingforaride! Most
weekends and Holidays.
F O R RENT
To and from Columbia.
ROOMS FOR RENT: Will help pay for gas.
Upstairs, large rooms Call Chris. 3038or3554
nearWintv rop. Kitchen
priv. 200/mo. 100/dep. To MF:
324-2203
You're doing a great
job on the paper. Happy
Valentine's Day.
You Know Who
SPRING BREAK TO
FLORIDA BEACHES
Happy Valentines Day
Fun in the Sun!!
to all of the Recreational
4 / room prices.
Sports Staff.
Daytona $155
Julie
Panama City $139
Kitchens, Waterfront, To the Winthrop
T r a n s p o r a t t i o n Volleyball team. Enjoy
available. Call Richie your day off, we've
at 325-1046
earned it.
Happy
Happy Valentine's Day Valentine's Day!!
to the "God" of the
Love #10
Recreational Sports
Office. From one of your
"Angels." Don't eat too Most importantly, to the
many chocolates! This love of my life,
Todd
is to make up for all of Christopher
Matthews: I'm looking
the hell I give you.
forward to another five
years with you and
To: The 6th floor at
many, many more.
Wofford.
Happy Valentine's
From: Your favorite
hallmate, "Jules" Day!!!
Yours Always,
Happy Valentine's Day
Julie
- love 'ya all a bunch!!

Solution t o " T o m , D i c k and Harry

(QCQlLlLWm

N E E D A GREAT
PLACE FOR
YOUR HOUSE
PARTIES THIS
SPRING
BREAK?!?!

BUY SKATES OR
ELSE

BIKES BY RALEIGH,
NISHIKI, HARO,
AND QUANTUM

LOCATED ON OCEAN
BOULEVARDIN
NORTH MYRTLE
BEACH. NEAR ALL
THE EXCITEMENT!!
CALL J A N I C E AT
684-6043

Rollerblade a n d B a u e r
R e p a i r s m a d e on all
Bring in your Student
m a k e s a n d models of
iJJ for a special discount
bikes.
an your purchases!!
J u s t down the street
329-0992
113 O a k l a n d Ave.
M - F 10-6
f i r i n g in this ad for a FREE
S a t 10-5:30
Water Bottle

POX

Sell, hire, or
advertise in
the College
Classifieds
each and
every week.

1415 E. M a i n S t r e e t
at Bellview Square
(Across from Lowe's)
328-9119
Monday N i g h t 15# ea. wings
Thursday Winthrop Night p — — — — — —
15% discount with ID
I B u y 1 2 WiilgS |
Big Screen TV for t h e G a m e s I a n d g e t 1 2 I
Lunch - Dinner
I Wings FREE!
Mon-Thur 11am -10 pm
with this coupon j
Fri-Sat 11:00am-?

Rates: 1st 25
words...$1 for
students + $.50
each additional 10
words. (Call for offcampus rates.)

Weekly Crossword
" Cupid's Arrow *

By Gerry Frey

ACROSS
1 Linger
5 Diplomacy
9 Type of jazz singing
13 Blue pencil
Indiana"
14 "

15 Magnet end
16 Cupid's Aim
19 Pub offering
20 Dozes off

21
22 Easter flower
23 Tardy
24 City in Washington
27 Gladys Knights group
28 Afghani:Abv.
31 Pleasant odor
32 Very large truck
33 Atmosphere
34 Cupid's Day
Shan:Moun37
tains in Cen. Asia
38 Apple-pie order
39 Glisten
40 Poetic ever
41 Israeli airline
42 Shoots at clay pigeons
43 A fastener
44 Greek letters
45 Seem
48 Wander
49 "
Yankee Doodle
Dandy"

52 "Absence Makes The
55
56
57
58
59
60

Girl in Paris
Jubilate
Ms. Korbet
Encounter
Supersonic jets
Shade of blue
DOWN
Actor Lugosi
Statue
Half gainer or swan
Summer in Paris
bear
Weapons

7
8
9
10
11
12
14

Intelligence org.
North American turtle
Backbone
Outer garment
Precedes BRA
Placed the golf ball
Gay:Atomic
Bomb carrier
17 Not vegetable or mineral
18 Soaks flax
22 Salesman Willy
23 Boundary
24 Sip
25 Mr. Shaw
26 Lid
27 Flower part
28
Murphy:WWII
hero
29 18th US President
30 19th US President
32 Golfer Sammy
33 Residues
35 Magnifies
36 Native of Greenland

5 1992 All rights reserved GFR Associates
P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12301

41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54

Hewas:Latin
Elevator part
Pierre's chapeau
Monks' hoods
Interrupting word
Soccer player
Colorless
Lambaste
Inactive
Word with buck or bit
Russian sea
Prescription dosages
Negative word

J
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WINTHROP
SPECIALS
Career Services

323-2141

Division of Student Life
Co-op Job Opportunities
Art H i s t o r y M u s e u m A s s i s t a n t Metropolitan Art M u s e u m - - J u n e 8,
1992-Dec. 4, 1992. College seniors,
r e c e n t g r a d u a t e s , or g r a d u a t e
students in Art History. Work on
d e p a r t m e n t a l projects a n d give
gallery talks and work a t the Visitor
Information Center. Will be assigned
to work on projects t h a t match
academic background, professional
skills and career goals.

F.vhihit D e f i g n A s s i s t a n t
G.
Michaels, Charloote, N.C. Up to $5/
.'•> TiMi: POk
hour. Select fabrics for day care
Si
center. Select colors, fabrics, carpets,
etc. for presentation room. Candidate
will a l s o be r e s p o n s i b l e f o r
computerized file, which m u s t be
updated daily. Prefer someone still
exploring where they will fit in with
interior design. Great growth
opportunity. Applicant should also
be able to advise on different design
U n i t D i r e c t o r a n d Staff-(2-4
Positions open) — Boys and Girls concepts.
Clubs of York County, Fort Mill and
P r i n t C o n s u l t a n t Kopy Korner,
York, S.C. - P a r t - t i m e s t a r t s at $4.50/
Charlotte, N.C. (6 locations) $5-$5.5Q/
hour, U n i t Director, negotiable. Units
—
..
/ - i T * n \ T T TXTTTVTT
will serve the youth, age 7-15, through hour. Bright, m a t u r e s t u d e n t looking Call Us!
Oi A rr /**
Hours: OPEN UNTIL 1:00 AM
to learn how to r u n a printing
social, educational, recreational and
business. Should be ab| -le to look at
personal development programs.
and listen to different concepts and
Part-time and full-time staff needed.
Units directors will be in charge of know what the end result will be.
Will learn all aspects of p r i n t
the part-time staff and programs and
(Plus Tax)
m a n a g e m e n t while t a k i n g on a
facilities for an individual unit.
Excellent opportunity for indivi- variety of responsobolities. Work | M e d i u m o n e t o p p i n g p i z z a . | Large
•
topping
pizza.
Additional
one
pizza.nights at one of six locations. Help
duals interested in a career in youth
toppings only
only $1.00
$1.00 each.
each Not valid
customers with copying, quote prices ! Additional toppings only $1.00 each. | toppings
services with the Boys and Girls
with any
any other coupon or offer.
for print jobs, price out jobs, and ! Not valid with a n y other coupon or | with
Clubs of America.
consult with clients on cost, color, g offer.
1 Limited
M l
J Limited
T o u r G u i d e s . Glacier National Park, paper and size.
I t i m e offer R a i l . -K>_
- t i m e offer
Montana. Summer 1992, $5/hr. and
R
p
s
p
a
r
n
h
I
n
t
e
r
n
C
a
r
o
w
i
n
d
s
.
up. 40 positions for tour guides are
Approximately $5.75/hour. Conduct
1
available. Tour guide equipment
origin, attitudinal and special surveys
includes traditional 14-16 passenger
"THE OFFICIAL
coaches. Ideal candidate m u s t enjoy of Carowinds patrons. Assure t h a t
proper methodology is beingfollowed.
JEWELER 0FTH
public speaking as well a s driving.
Enter
survey
information/statistics
CHARLOTTE
Must be 21 years old to apply. Position
HORNETS"
includes 3 meals a day plus lodging into computer. Summerize research
results.
Assist
Promotions
for $6.75/day payroll deduction.
Deparment when
necessary.
A p p l i c a n t m u s t be n e a t a n d
presentable,
accurate
and
efficient
elry
138 South Oakland, Rock Hill. S.C.
• Expert Watch Repair
(Several positions available). Flexibie a t c o m p u t e r e n t r y . R e s e a r c h
»Guaranteed Jewelry Repair
methodology knowledge of course
hours, negotiable salary. Shoot and
• Appraisals • Custom
work in related field helpful.
edit numerous 2-minute segments
Design Work • Engraving
•Stop
by
Career
Services
for
f
u
r
t
h
e
r
which will air during a daily news
information on these listings and
program. Ability to move and set
camera equipment with care and edit check the Co-op board for complete
listings.
pi n k Ice
the segment to its completed form.

ITS TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA*

324-lbOO

MONDAY-SATURDAY

1

rjS7.99

5= •

Brownleem

Job Find

Division of Student Life - Career Services

Complete information on these
jobs is available at Career Serv
ices, across from Tillman.
Refer to job n u m b e r and job
description. Part-time jobs fill
rapidly. Check the Job Find board
a t Career Services for update.
If you make an appointment
with a n employer, please keep it.
Failure to do so reflects poorly on
you, Career Services andWinthrop.
It is important too t h a t you let
Career Services know if you are
h i r e d . Call t h e J o b F i n d
D e p a r t m e n t at 323-2141.

$4.25 per hour.
#8166 L a n d s c a p e M a i n
t e n a n c e . Flexible hours. $4.25/
hour.
#8167 Clerical A s s i s t a n t .
Mon-Thurs. 12:30-5:30 p.m. $4.50/
hour.
#8168 C a s h i e r . Evenings and
weekends, 25-30 hours
$5.02/
hour.
#8169 C o o k . Evenings and
weekends. $5.02/hour.
#8171 Scorekeepers-Evenings
and weekends. $4.78/hour.
#8172 P a r k R a n g e r . 40hours/
week. $5.02/hour.
#8174 Sales A s s o c i a t e .
#8154 R e c e p t i o n i s t . 25-30
Evenings
and
weekends.
hrs.wk. $5/hour.
Negotiable salary.
#8155 O r g a n i s t . 10:30 a.m. #8175 M o v e r . 2-3 days/week
1:30 p.m. Sunday. $25/Sunday.
Flexible hours. $8/hour.
#8156Pre-schoolTeacher.M#8176 C h a u f f e u r . Mondays
F 2-6 p.m. $4.50/houi.
2:15- 3:30 p.m. Negotiable salary
#8158 S a l e s C l e r k . Flexible
#8177 C u s t o m e r S e r v i c e
hours. Negotiable salary.
C o r r e s p o n d e n t . 1-8 p.m. M-F
#8159 N u r s e r y A t t e n d a n t .
Negotiable salary.
Sun 10:30 -12:30, Wed. 5:30- 7:30.
# 8 1 7 8 A s s i s t a n t . Flexible
$6.25/hour.
hours. $5/hour.
#8160 T e a c h e r . M-F 2-6 p.m.

Heart Earrings

set in Sterling Silver
"tAKT
SRACELET
COLE

oil

S'KUL

. nuo*

SOLID 10 KT.
COLD

NUGGET
BRACELET

LADIES 7 "

$4988

your choice
"PINK ICE"
$]_988
WITH
DIAMONDS
Sapphire or
Pink
Ice
•39"
Opal Earrings
H e a r t
set in 14kt. Gold
Pendants
"GIVE HER
$1988_$3988
A KFS3 FOR

G e n u i n e

VALENTINE'S DAY

SPECIAL.."

M.

" ' ON 14 KT. COLD ~
<SINCA«)RK OUIN I

1
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set in 14 k t . Gold.

Includes 18" chain
Tbli Beautifully culled
>1 arltofl allvar MM By J i .C
Far art li a
a>ft lot
any occaalon wh#n you
want lo . »how alloctlon.
And. how about wrapping H 14 KT. ROSE BRACELET
i with . a package ol real
"BWWCHII" S 2 9 8 8
I Heratwy'j MlIK Chocolate
i Kiaau to aaliafy hw »wset
t tooth. Than. the reel la up
to you-a kin Of two ol your
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